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achromatic
Relating to, using, or denoting lenses that transmit light without separating
it into constituent colours.
The achromatic gloom.

blue Blue colour or pigment.
They blued the shirts and starched the uniforms.

brownish Of a color similar to that of wood or earth.
A brownish coloured cat.

carmine Color carmine.
Carmine roses.

color Decorate with colors.
Color film.

colored (used of color) artificially produced; not natural.
Amber colored heads of grain.

crimson
Of a color at the end of the color spectrum (next to orange); resembling the
color of blood or cherries or tomatoes or rubies.
Flushed or crimson with embarrassment.

ebony
Hard dark colored heartwood of the ebony tree used in cabinetwork and for
piano keys.
His smile flashed against the ebony of his skin.

flushed Having the pinkish flush of health.
Her flushed cheeks.

gray
The SI unit of energy absorbed from ionizing radiation equal to the
absorption of one joule of radiation energy by one kilogram of matter one
gray equals 100 rad.
Gray flannel suit.

hue A colour or shade.
The water is the deepest hue of aquamarine.
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imbue Fill soak or imbue totally.
His works are invariably imbued with a sense of calm and serenity.

magenta
A primary subtractive color for light a dark purple red color the dye for
magenta was discovered in 1859 the year of the battle of Magenta.
A short magenta dress.

maroon Leave stranded or isolated with little hope of rescue.
The mutinous sailors were marooned on an island.

mauve Of a pale purple colour.
A few pale streaks of mauve were all that remained of the sunset.

negligee A woman’s light dressing gown, typically made of a filmy, soft fabric.
A black silk negligee.

painted Having sections or patches colored differently and usually brightly.
The painted desert.

pigmentation The natural colouring of animal or plant tissue.

pimpernel A small European plant of the primrose family, with creeping stems and flat
five-petalled flowers.

pink Pink colour pigment or material.
A boom in the pink economy.

red
Especially of the face reddened or suffused with or as if with blood from
emotion or exertion.
The company was 4 million in the red.

rose The flower of a rose bush.
The roseate glow of dawn.

roseate Used in names of birds with partly pink plumage e g roseate tern.
The roseate glow of dawn.

rosy Presaging good fortune.
Life could never be rosy for them.

ruddy Make ruddy in colour.
Young people today they re a ruddy shower.

scarlet Scarlet clothes or material.
A mass of scarlet berries.

strawberry
The low growing plant which produces the strawberry having white flowers
lobed leaves and runners and found throughout north temperate regions.
She thought she would wear the strawberry crushed velvet.

tulip Any of numerous perennial bulbous herbs having linear or broadly
lanceolate leaves and usually a single showy flower.
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white
Of wine made from white grapes or dark grapes with the skins removed and
having a yellowish colour.
Under segregation there were even white restrooms and white drinking
fountains.

yellow
Any of a number of plant diseases in which the leaves turn yellow typically
caused by viruses and transmitted by insects.
Curly yellow hair.
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